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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this paper is to present and provide a 
w o r k a b l e d ~ f i n i t i o n o f a po l i t. i ca l m o ·v e m e n t • e g a l i t. a :r i a n i s ,:n , 
r I? p r e s e n t F- d a r t i s t i ca l l y i n po e s i e • w i t h pa r ·t i c·!J I a r e m p h a s i s 
on p,¥istor-a1 wor-ks of the RenBissance. The paper cites and 
analy.::::es various l iterarv .::ind artistic examples. such as 
Philip Sidnev's The Countt?ss of Pembroke's Arcarlia. Edward ------------------~----
Sp e·n s e r ' s T_h_e __ F_a_e_r_i_e __ Q-1_J_e_e_r_1 I::'_- • And r P: w Mar•; e l l ' s The Garden. 
Titian's ~·enus and Adonis. and Caravaggio's Baachus. as a 
means to define egalitarianism and to show bo t-r, that the 
pol it:ical /artistic 3dvocacv of egalitarianism exists in 
1 i teratur-t? and painting and that the movement ·i $ 
Pvolutionarv in its- devi::-.l opment evolution st: i l I i Tl 
p r- ere ~ s s J .• 
'. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Art and literature within the culture of Re T')a_i s s a n Ge 
Europe, ·a culturP concerned primarily with maintaining the 
structure t: he existing hierarchical society, usual Iv 
di:,aJt with the glqries a nd a c h i e v em e n t s of the. two most 
notable and AstablishPd representa.tivAs ot the hier·archical 
svstem. the nob.ility and th~ church. However. be.ginning in 
the m i·d--s ix teAnt:.h century, egalita.rianism emerges as a 
stvl istic and th~matic movement . th. Wl . l T1 various artistic 
works. in th~ realms ot both literature and painting. From 
i t s ear I y e yo I u :t:. i o na r· y sta~es . 
._J i t continues to develop 
through thP next one hundred vears. Analvsis of artists' 
egalita·r.-ian works d u r- i n g t h i s f o r m a t i v e c e n t u r v . w o r· k s s u c h 
~s Sir P h i l i p S i d _n e v ' s T-' __ h....;e......___c_: o_u.;..._n_t......;e--'s"""""s __ o_f_F_·_e_n_1 b_r_o_~_: _e_'_s __ A_r_~_, _a_d_1_· a_. 
Titian's Venus and Adonis. Edmund Spenser's The Faerie 
Queene. Caravaggio's Bacchus and Andrew Marvell's Tht? 
Garden, al lows us to view early egalitarianism in its 
various· stages and forms. Egalitarianism <whatever the 
format. of its artist i C expression> posits an equal 
relations~ip between the structured, mannered and carefully 
. 
manicured aspects of society, or its hierarchies, and the 
rustic, hedonistic, and ~ncultivated traits of nature, or 
the natural world. Egalitarian works attempt to break down 
the barriers betwean hierarchical society and the natural 
-:•'. I 
'. ,,J' ,. 
', ·,I' 
. ' . .~ .· i ' :~~ ,· '. .. ·. . 
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WO f } d. t O SU g g PS t that the two are not in opposition to one 
another but are. at the very least, complementary and, at 
th I? best. int r ins i ca I I y and cyclical Jy interwoven. 
E g a 1 i t a r i a n s p r o r o u n d a s y m b i o t i c r e l a t i o n s h i p be t we e-n t he 
natural world and hierarchical soci8tY and ~mphasize that.· 
when viewe·d from such a context, the two real ms a.re not 
m ·l:J t u a l l v e x c l u s i v 8 a n d n e i t he r s u p e r s e d e s t h P o t he r . 
Egalitarianism exists primarily within works belonging 
to 1:hF> pastoral mode. the often idyl lie portr~val of 
simpl ist:ic I ifi::.. The extreme awareness of and resp~ct for 
nature common to pasto~al works and artists gives rise to 
the more politicallv oriented ~galitarianism. Perhaps 
ego.litcirianism is best p,:;,rceived as a subtextual fuovement 
w i t h i n pa st o r _a I i s m ~· a · s u b s e t w i t h i n a I a r g e r co n t e x t . Th e 
relationship between thP two center$ around their common 
regard tor the natural world. but there a.re other 
commonalities between pastoralism and egalita~ianism as 
well. F o r e x·a mp l e • both frequently employ metamorphic 
mythology. A com pa r-i son between a s hep.he r· d ' s < or· 
shepherdess's> unrequited love and the unrequi.ted love of a 
mythoJogical figure, usua I l y involved with metamorphic 
change, is frequent in both pastoralism and egalitarianism. 
· The appearance of metamorphic ~ythology within the pastoral 
mode is surprising, at first, because pastoral appears to_ 
exclude, almos·t by definition., literary· or artistic wor.k 
.. 
I·. 
.3· 
(· w •• 
,• ... · 
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' ·I. 
concerning th,=, ~ads: 
- . 
how can work which lauds th'=' common 
man. the rustic folk and l if e. include in its primary 
subiect matter gods/goddesses and their superhuman lives? 
Yet this apparPnt contradiction does not materialize 
bP.CaUSf? within the pastoral mode. and also within 
egalitarianism. the status of the mythological elements is 
r· e d u c '? d a n d m a d t? t? q u a 1 w i t h t ha t c,.f the common man. Thi? 
depiction of hiArarchical soci·etv is not blindly favorable 
or reverPntiaJ: art~sts make the extraordinary ordinary ~nd 
t: he ordinarv e x t r a o-r d i n a_ r· y . What distinguis.hes 
e g a l i t a r i8 n i s m from the larger pa s t o r a l con t e x t is the 
1Jnderlving political agenda in he r·en t in egalitarianism. 
B-ecaus,=, me:-tamorphosis itself deats inevitably with change 
usual t:v f.rom one distinct state to another-- it is an 
a ppr op r i a t e a n d• f u n c t i on a l m ~ .a n s t o. con v e y pa l i t i ca l l v b a s e d 
change and int~raction bPtween the hierarchical sociPty and 
th.e natural world~ 
The use of metamorphic mythology helps to estab.l ish 
the inexor-able weave between the natural world and 
hierarchical society which e g a 1 i t. a r i a n i s m hopes to 
propagate. Lobking at a few metamorphic myths as examples 
allows us to see that., in each, an egalitarian politic 
message can be found. In the Apollo/Daphn• and Pan/Syrinx 
myths, a female member of hierarchical society escapes its 
confines and becomes p~rt of the natural world only tp be 
1: 
._(.-_ 
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taken back into hierarchical society in her metamorphosed 
for rn <as a reward for poetic achievement and as a musical 
instrument); in the Diana/Acteon myth. Acteon becomes an 
involuntary member of t.he natural world in order to 
undF-rstand the hazards of a f o r c e d u n i ·c, n . a s opposed to a 
voluntary mixture, of hierarchical society and the natural 
WO[·] d: in Venus/Adonis myth the dPad member of 
hiPrarchical society, Adonis. an e!Pment of 
n.:itural world 1 f 1 owe r· ) t ci be cherished. in turn. b.v 
·hie r a r ,~hi ca I S()Ciety: and Bacchus. the god or wine. is 
brought up as a member of the natural world. 1 a t e r en t.e r· s 
hi Ar are hi ca l soc i et: v. and even tu a l l v r Pt u r- ·n. s to his g o·d head . 
but maintains his 1oV8 of the nat·ural world. 
ThPSe metamorphic ex~mples il 1·ustrate that there is a 
two-step interpretation needed to perceive Pgalitarianism: 
the message is in the work. b-u t ·the viewer must discover 
the artist's interpretation. Egalitarians. who emplo_y 
metamorphic mythology in their work~- ap¢ear in two different 
artistic media. literature and art. But because of the 
necessary interpretive element by t he a r t i s t i ni t i a l 1 y a n d 
the resulting necessary inspirational element of the artist 
fol lowing .his/ he·r interpretation of· the subject --the 
creating artist must be ·,r' in~pired in so~e way tp initial I~ r 
i\ interpret a subject-- eg.aLit.ari·a·nists' work -can be 1a·be.i led ', 
a·s "·poes i e. " 1 The cr~ator of po~sie is inspl.red by some 
' 
•' 
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sub1ective experience Involving the natural world, and 
proceeds to interpret and redefine an existing subject. The 
finished product, the "poesie," exposes previously unknown 
or unrecognized aspects of the subject which come from the 
inspiration and intPrpretation by the poet/artist . 
• , P o e s i e " i s a u t om a t i ca· 1 l v a s s a c i a t e d w i t h l i t e r· a r· y w o r k s a n d 
noets such a-s Sidnev. Spenser and Marvel 1. but. in the case 
o t e g a I i t a r- i an i s m .• i t i s ~ x ten dP d to v i s ua I a r· t i s t s a s we l I 
because of the "cri::.ator.;toreseer" aspect in h Prent in t:.-h e 
e x p r· e s s i o n o f t h Ei . po l i t i ca I a g e n d a G f e g a I i t a r i a n i s m • 
In order to adequately explore. explain and define 
~ g a l i t a r i a n i s m • b c• t h f.> x p r· e s s i on s o f e g a I i ta r i a n po e s i e m u s t 
be anal vzed because the 
~ga}itarian movement run a 
I i t er a tu r P. • A variety of 
examples of this mt,vement 
those included in this 
appropriate and accessible 
growth and development of the 
paral:Jel course within art and 
egalitarians could. be cit~d for 
w i thin b C, th a rt and 
thesis Bre simply 
r·epr·esenta ti ves 
literature· 
. 
. . ' 
the most 
in English 
·Renaissance literature and European Renaissance painting. 
The first two artists to be discussed wiJ be the poet, 
S.ir Philip Sidney (1554-1586) and the painter, Titian (1510-
1576 > whose works The Countess of Pembroke's Arcadia 
(1560, 1590 > and Ve~us and Adonis ( 1554 > ushered in the· 
egalitarian moVemeht. Next I will disc~ss Edmund Spenser's 
. 
. (1552-1599)· The Faerie Queene C 159e) and ·carav~g'gio' s 
(. 
. ' 
·s· 
.:. 
,. 
<1571-1610) Bacchus (1596). My examination of 
e g a I i t a r i a n i s m i n t he Ren a i s s an c e w i J l con c J u d e w i t h And r e·w 
Marvel l's <1621-1678> The Garden < 1652 >. The movem@nt as a 
whole continues to devP)op in various directions during and 
f o I I owing the Restoration. b ·t u . my paper is concerned to 
explore only the relatively earlv stases of egalitarianism's 
d t? v e l o pm e n t i n pa s t o r a I a r t a nd l i t e r a t. u r e . 
' ~'·· ,i, . ; 
. ·. ) 
11. SI ONEY 
I t is best to explain the fundamental principles of 
egalitarianism by using a literary example. rather f:han a 
painting, becausP the means --vocabulary-- and the examples 
for· d i s cuss i on are more ea s i 1 y under s too d . There t ore . r a t: her 
tha·n tracing the egalitarian evolu~ic,n strictly 
chronolo~ically and beginning with the complex work ot 
Titian. thP first e:igaJitar-ian work w i l l d ' •· C 1° f · 1SCUSS lS ..., 
Philip Sidnev's The Countess of Pembroke's Arcadia. His 
s@lection as a representative of the beginnings of 
egalitarianism is somewhat. arbitrary sincP. t:he earlv 
strains cit the movement can· be d~tected in a variety Of 
authors. S i d n e v ' s w or k • how e v e r . i nv i te s a more thorough 
discussion and analysis than most because it provides a 
clear portrait of the subtle and cautious egalitarianism 
found in the formative stages of the movement. Sidney 
d~fines egalitarianism as a mere expansion of the existing 
social structure to i~clude select elements of nature. 
rather than a complete restructur·ing of society to include 
a 1 I of natur·e. Because of this conservative expansion 
Sidney manages to weave an egalitarian theme throughout the 
Arcadia's composition without threatening or alienating 
readers. Sidney's elaborate rhetorical descriptions of the 
adventures of the fictional ·protagonists, Musidorous and 
·8 
• I 
,,. I 
·,, 
.i 
· f II 
Pyrocles. exemplify the possibility of a symbiotic 
r~lationship between nature and society. 
Sidney's concern for and awareness of political and 
ideological issues of his time and his treatm~nt of thes~ 
two ar~as are wel I documented. A number .:,f critics have 
reach~d a consensus that the politicizati·on of The Arcadia 
cPnters upon its emphasis "on the need to limit royal power" 
and have the aristocracy ttshare in rule" rSinfield r-_; 6 c:, 
- - . 
267,. The po J i t i ca I thematic thrust rt 
-' t he .4 r c .. :; di a , a 
forceful intellig~ntly mc,d.i f i ed C [· i t i C i S m O f the 
e><ist:ing gcn.lernment. appears both in Sidnev•s construction 
c, t p 1 o t a n d h i s s t v I e • The tale of princes and ptincesses 
i=>xper i enr:i ng t_ he na.tural world through contact and 
a d v en t u r· e s w i t h its vaiious eJ~ments. told through Sidney's 
i-;.le.vat:ed p r o s F! • forg~·s an el.~mentarv vRrsion of the 
symbiotic r~l.~tionship between nature and society espoused 
by egal it.arianism. We experience the wonder of the natural 
world and the fai·Iure of society through the adventures of 
the t WO youths. Musidorous ~nd Pyrocles. Mt.J s i d o .r i o u s a n d 
Pyrncles expose us to a world where w@ can "better cons.icier 
the s u n ' s beau t v , " See " p I ea s·a n t v a I l ~ y s " and " f a i r f i e I. d s , " 
he~r "the murmuring music of certain waters" and meet three 
protectors of this world, 
the Knight of the Pole and 
known only as the Black Knight, 
the Knight of the Sheep, in whom 
society places its oomp l ete ·trust and hope for protection. 
.• 
·g 
, .. 
r· 
We come to admire deeds of commoners <the concern and 
assistance of shepherds Strephon and Claius> and at the same 
time to condemn the abysmal failure of hierarchical society 
as we watch monarchs fail <Basilius' abdicating his kingly 
resronsibi I ity>. battles erupt betweP.n princely rivals 
<Amphial ius' 
battle>. 
kidnapping 
Ultimate Iv. 
of Philoclea and thFa ensuing 
we comA t.o support both revolts 
against hierarchical sociPtY and the deposit.ion of its 
representatives cSinfield ~70>. 
Sidney's desc~iption of the harmonv in the 
natural world Ii.es in marked opposition to these failures of 
the societal world. ThP quiet and calm reasonlng of 
!<a lander. 
·ability 
a classless membpr 
to mesh with nature, 
behavio·r contrast markedly with 
Am p h i a l u s , f o. r e x amp l e . Fo.r a 
of society because of his 
and Strephon's and Claius' 
the actions of gasilius ~nd 
significant portion of the 
book, ~hepherds alone seem to have satisfactory ways of 
resolving social conflict and dis-persing chaos <Sintield 
272 >. [ntermingled with al 1 of this natural adventure. 
however-, i S. the a~istocratic strain present in the 
style/words Sidney chooses to describe these event~. 
Sidney~ himself a member of the aristocratic ruling 
ci'ass he wished to modify, attempts to convey the message of 
reworking from within to his felldw·aristocrats through his 
·, . 
selection of -levated prose. 
I 
\•, 
' . 
'' 
Sidney's technique, the 
. ', ~ . ' ·,· 
careful blending and mani~ulation of thematic content and 
rhetorical stvle in the Arcadia, is his means of conveying 
egal itar-ianism. 
' 
The elevated style: 
lt was in the tim~ that thP earth begins 
to put on her nPw apparel against the approach 
of her lo 1 er. and that the sun. running a most @ven course, b8comPs an indifferent arbiter between the night and thP day, when thP hopPless 
shPpherd Strephon was come to the sands which li@ 
against the island of Cithera: <Sidnev 64> 
targets a verv spPcific audiPnce --the educated ar·istocracv. 
Mod~rn critics, fol lowing the lead of eighteenth century 
i:? x p e r t s • ha v e f a u I t e d S i dn r:. v ' s u s .E- of such a self conscious 
rhetoric. but th.Pse critics havP failed to realize tha·t this 
self conscious style is necessary to the success of the 
work. Sidney's underlying egalitarian intPntion demands 
this approach: he must reach. yet not offend. the segment of 
society he wishes to r~form. Hence, critical dismay with 
SidnPY's language is completaly unwarrant~d as Sidney us-es 
language to accompli~h his goal. Readers and crifics shou·ld 
understand that, when viewed as an intrinsic part of the 
over a I I process. 
there is no such thing 
prose . . • the denser 
manner becomes matter, 
and that 
as excessive ornament in 
the ornament, the more 
style subject ... <Lanham 63) 
figurative languag~~ ornament, is conceived of 
as one of the modes through which a purpose operates 
... the meaning of the work is what -its-ideas-in-that-form-do" <T~ve 110-111> 
11 
,.,.,,,. 
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Clearly. then, form is intrinsically connected to theme 
and/or intent. Such an interrelation between style and 
theme can perhaps be most effectively summed up bv viewing 
! the "central ethical and political issues tacing humankind." 
both in the Arcadian world and outside of it, as being 
'' i n t i ma t P l y c o n t r o l l e d by the verbal texts in which these 
j s s .u P s a r· .:. f o r m u l a t e d " ( M c Ca n 1 e s 1 4 ) • Seen in this light. 
the verbal means of p r :e s e n t a t i o n i s e s s P n t i a I t o a c c u r a t e l y 
convev the subiect mattt=ar. Therefore. the moder-n critical 
" p r o b l e m " o f S i d n e y ' s u .s e o f s u c h a g r a n d i o s. e s t. y 1 e in the 
Arcadia is no problem. Sidney's stvle is instead a 
p U r p O S P f .U J and useful tool or a means tc, great er· 
(~olitical> end. 
ln addition to h i s po i n t e d and r, a c tic u l a r styl.e, 
SidnPv dPvelops thP thematic or ideoJogicaJ. component of the 
Arcadian egalitarian theme by manipulating descriptions of 
isolated scenes in the no v e I . The scene describing 
Kalander's att gallery. with Sidnev's emphasis on th~ 
physical setting of th~ building its e 1 f as we l l as on the 
precise nature of the works of art which appear in the 
bt.i-ilding, is perhaps the most important s·cene in the book 
for establishing a structure or framework for the 
egalitarian theme of the novel; the r~st of the no~el builds 
and f i I I s i n gaps i n t h i s pre 1 i m i. nary s t r u ct u r e / f ram e w o r k. 
The physical settfng of the art gallery p_rovides the 
12 
\,. )" 
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; 
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' 
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base for the structure/framework. Sidney places the "house 
of pleasure" in an area that delights Kalander more than any 
other because of its natural beauty: 
the backside of the house was neither tiPld. garden nor orchard. or rather it was both 
field, garden and orchar-d: for as soon as the descending of the stairs had d~liver~d them _, down. they cam,::i into a placP cunningly set 
with tr@~s of the most tastP-pleasing fruits; but scarc:F?ly they had t.akt=on that. into their 
consideration but that thev were suddPnly 
steot into a delicate green . [and] it 
s~emPd that Art therein would needs b~ dPJightful by countPrf.=:,iting his enemv Error and making 
order in ,::o':ltusion" (Sidney 73> 
Additional Iv there are "finP. f o u n t a i n s '' a n d a "fair po_nd .. 
surrounding the gal Jerv. The p r e s enc e o f th~ a r· t g a I l e r y • d 
construction ot society, within such natural splendor 
carries _a notie;eably egalitarian overtone--societv (the 
hOUSP) and nat:ur~ (thP field) coexist and complement one 
another-. Thi? .suc-cessful mix t ur· e of nature and society 
al l OWS IJS to se~ the beginning of a realization of the 
egalitarian potential. 
More 
building 
important than the 
in a field. however, 
simple positioning of a 
is ths construction of the 
inside of t h e g a 1 1 e r- y . The gallery holds a ro6m full of 
"delig.htful pictures" of metamorphic mythology whose myths 
are carefully de~~ribed to us. Sidney's man-ipulation of 
metamorphic mythology, through his careful cbrist~uction of a 
particular setti~g in which to place the metamorphic myths 
and his thorough descriptions of the. particular paintings, 
13 
/ i· ' •. 
,· 
? 
. al low him to use metamorphic mythology in a metaphorical 
fashion. This metaphorical manipulation <what happens to 
the figures in the paintings could happen to the characters 
in the romance novel and. in t1Jrn. could happen to its 
readers> of mythology is the next level in the novel's 
structure/framework. 
We see 
Diana when Acteon saw her bathing, in whose 
cheeks the painter had set such a colour as 
was mixed between shame and disdain: and 
one of her foolish nvmphs. who weeping and 
withal louring, one might see the workman 
meant to set forth tears of anger. In 
another tablP was Atalanta. the posture 
of whose limbs was so liv8ly expressed. 
that if the eves were th~ only iudges as 
thev be the onlv se~rs. one would have 
sworn the very picture had run <Sidney 741 
These two myths expand upon the concept of blPnding nature 
w·ith sociAty and simultaneously warn of the hazards of 
forcing society upon nature or disrespecting nature or 
society. We first encounter Di a.n a. the beaut i fu l goddess 
who wears an unsettling expression in this particular 
painting bedause of her revulslon, a response shared by one 
of her nymphs, at the forced intrusion into th~ natural 
world by a member of society. Acteqn. Such an unwarranted 
intrusion necessitates Acteon's ultimate metamorphcisis into 
a stag, a representative of nature which wil I be hunted by 
society as punishment for his violation of the sanctity df 
nature~ ~e then. encounte~ Atalanta, who originally fled 
',,~., .. _::" ·; ' 
society in fear of its ~estrictions and was then enticed to 
turn her back on nature bv the intrusion of Hippomenes and 
his golden apples, and we recall her eventual metamorphosis 
into a I ioness for her failurA to honor both the society 
w h i c h s h e i n i t i a l 1 v a t t em p t e d t o a v o i d b y r· e f u s i n g t o ma r r y 
natural world she neglect@d upon ultimate 
entrance into societv with he!' marr-iagi:=:> to Hippomenes. 
These t: w b myth() Io g i ca I ta· I es i l· l us t J' a·t e m At a p ho r i ca l l v the 
punishment placed on those who disrespect and/or vi"olate 
nature. 
Of greatPr importance. however, is the 
iuxtaposition of the palntings of the metamorphic myths with 
an even more bAautifu·l painting. a natural por·trait: 
but in none of them all beauty seemed to 
speak so much as in a large table which 
conta.inPd a comely old man, with a lady 
of middle age but of excel lent: beauty; 
and more excel lent would have beAn deemed but that there stood between them a young 
maid whose wonderfulness took away all 
beauty but that which it might seem she 
gave her back again by her very shadow 
<Sidney 74) 
The presence of such a beautiful work of art whose subiect 
is not gods or goddesses but humans, and aristocratic 
humans de-classed or made natural in the description of the 
p~inting by the emphasis placed· on their physical, a.s 
opposed to soc i et a l , _ at tr i but es and s tat u· re., st re n gt hens out 
interpretation of Sidney's concern for egaJJtarianism. 
The f i na I I·eve l in Sidney's construction of a 
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structure/framework for the novel is his choice of Kalander 
as the owner of the art gal l@ry and the art. The fact that 
Ka lander. a gentleman. bonds so easily with nature and 
creates a world where society and nature come together 
authentically and effortlessly stabilizes Sidney's frame tor 
the theme of the book and provides Sidney with a means to 
carry thP frame forward. Kalander rPsurfaces at crucial 
moments throughout th,=:. novel, reminding the ~eader of the 
theme and stabilizing t-he frame with his prAsence. Sidnev's 
use of Kalander as a stabi l i::er, as a model r·ecr 1 l y because 
of his embodiment of the success of reason, compromise and 
stabi l i tv. throughout the book holds great significance. 
Ka land er emerges as· the model of success: peop I i=:o a re "w i l. I ed. 
to sP.ek out !<a lander. a great eentleman of that countrv." a 
man " g f k V e i _n Yea r S , g r ea t in authority. • and kno\,/n 
hon~st~ tSidney 840,770). lt is· Kalander who puts an end 
to the Amphialus battle; it is Kalander who c~lms a rioting 
crowd. not once but twice. to save Pyro.cles. and Musidorious. 
And this happens because Kalander is the living. breathing 
representative of society's inclusion of nature 
(egalitarianism>. 
Embedded in the description of an art gallery, its 
paintings and· its owner lies Sidney's subtle endorsement of 
egalitarianism. Within the Arcadia ~idney accomplishes his 
egalitarian task by illustrating hi,s be.f'i.ef that "a. child is 
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often brought to take most wholesome things by hiding them 
in such others as have a pleasant taste" <Hebel 281). As 
the child takes the "medicin@ of cherries," so the reader 
accept.s the didactic point which the author c,leverly 
disguises in his sweet-tasting work of literature. Sidn8y 
does not argue his point or even blatantly refer to it: he 
simply weaves his message around and into the framework 
set forth in the art gal Jery scene and carriPd through the 
romance pastoral bv the charact@r KaJander. His decision 
to take such a iudicious approach to potential Iv vqlatile 
material is crucial to the future succ~ss of thP movement. 
as i ·t a l I ow s e g a l i tar .i an ism t he rJ pp or tun i t v to es fa b l i s h a 
support base for its potentially controver·s.ial political 
movement. His use of metamorphic mythology is crucial 
a l s ·O be ca u s e he p r o v i de s f u t u r e @ g a I :i t a r i a n s w i t h an e x amp l e 
of a means of e x p r e s s· i on . Si dnev·• s thoughtful and 
meticulous por·trava I Q.f ega Ji ta.rianism in the Arcadia 
through his use o·t style, theme and structure/framework 
helps to establish the etalitarian movement within English 
1 iterature. 
f.ounda ti on 
constructed 
He provides 
upon which 
the movement with a stable 
egalitariani~m can be further 
in works by art·ists such as Edmund $penser and 
Andrew Marvell. His method of working within existing 
constraints is an approach parallel$d by his egalitarian 
counterpar·t, Titian ..• 
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I I. I . TITIAN 
Sidney's counterpart in the ear 1 y stages of 
egalitarianism within th~ art world was the sixteenth..;. 
~ e n t. u r y Ve n e t i a n pa i n t e r , T i t ia n , f r e q u e n t l y b i l I t?- d a s t h e 
most influential ~rtist of his century. Titian's work marks 
the artistic origin of the egalitarian mov~m~nt: he is to 
thP art world and the painter Caravaggio as SidnPY is to 
the literary world and poets SpPnser and Marvell --ground 
breaker. instructor. model. and pr-i?cursor o t mo r· e radical 
reform. Titian's stylistic influence was so w·ide-spread 
that some critics believe that his mythological paintings 
creat~d an imagP of the natural world which "probably had a 
more pervasive effect on the Eur·opean 
work of a nv other painter " <Hope 168) . 
imagination than the 
Hence. concluding 
that this influ~nce extPnded two generations to fellow 
Venetian artist Caravaggio is not a hollow fabrication but a 
realization of Titian's lasting and p~rvasive egalitarian 
i=l rt i st i C I e g a CY. 
Titian is the f ir s t. c le a r l y discernable a.rtist-ic 
e_ga I i tar i an. ~is .stylistic preseritation of egalitarianism 
pr~vided various fundamental tools for the movement, such as 
the use of metamorphic mythology, the accentuated presence 
of natural 
of coloring, 
-1·, 
landsc~pes and the precise use ··~nd ma!'lipu,1-ation 
lighting and relation of characte~s to/with 
I ·la .. ·· 
landscape. Titian launched his egalitarian reform from the 
same unusual base as Sidney; he worked with. for and within 
thP. el itl? ·Jevels of the existing hierarchical society in 
Venice throughout his carePr < Rosand 5 >. H i s c i r c 1 e, o f 
• friends included kings. princes and wealthy aristocrats. and 
he himsPlf amassed a considerable fortune and was evPntual Iv 
kn i ghte.d. Titian mav indeed have workerl from within the 
~onfinPs of the prevailing hierarchy in which he actively 
pa r t i c i pa t e d • b u t . a s w i t h S i d n e v , h P r· e ma i n e d v e r v a w a r e o f 
the advantages of nature and the disadvantages of a stubborn 
hierarchical sociPty and made frequPnt attempts to co nv i nee 
his select element of societ~ of his beliefs~ 
Because of his background as a partic·ipant in thP 
hierarchical society. Titian i n i t. i a l l y t a ke s a rather 
p .r c;l g ma t i c a pp r o a• c h t o .· r i=- f o r m : subscribe to t· he pr· e v a l en t 
solid case tor 
standard of decorum and build a subtle yet 
e gal it aria ni s m. In other wofds, in a manner reminiscent of 
Sidney. he selects a style app~opriate to both the subject 
matter,. egalitarianism, and, more importantly, to the 
ma nda.tes of the hierarchical society <Hope 102>. Titian 
pleases both his commissioners and compatriots. with his 
style and remains tru~ to his egalitarian theme because he 
blends theme and presentation wlthi n the existing 
constraints. Bec~use of such a cautious and pragmatic 
approach; Titian uJ t.im$t.ely . nee·ds to make few thematic 
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concessions in his work. even when painting for Philip Ir. 
the most entrenched member of the hierarchical society. 
Titian's egalitarianism became apparent in the late 
1550's when he started work on what would come to be viewed 
as his greatest achievement, a series of 
mythological paintings done for 
his pol?sie. 
Phi lip I l. At this point, 
Titian began to create a "life" qualitv in his paintings 
~ nd a chi P v e rl such a h i g h l eve l o t success and au then t i c i t_ v 
that the primary criticism of his work was that his 
paintings were too real. too natural and devoid of art 
< Rosa ncl '3 2 ) . I n 155.4 T i t i an completed one of the more 
classic examples of his "too natur·al" egalitarian paintings. 
Venus and Adonis. Titian~s characters. landscape~ coloring~ 
and ·lighting within this painting c~eated a powerful~ 
lifelike and egalitarian effect. 
In the Venus/Adonis myth, Venus, goddess of love, fal Is 
in love. with Adonis. a human hunter. only to be rejected in 
the morning after the consummation of th~ir love when Adonis 
leave~ Venus to hunt for wild boar. V~nus begs Adonis to 
stay. but he disregards her plea, and sets off on the huht 
only to be killed. ln an attempt to abate her grief at her 
lover's death, Venus turns her dead lover into an anemone so 
that he will 
cherish him .• 
five forever, and she will forever be able to 
and i.nterprets 
Titian takes the basic .. q.ual 1 ti' es. of th 1 s myth 
them in· an unconventional manner as he 
al ,', 
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emphasizes unusual and seemingly secondary elements of the 
mvth, creating his own poesie. 
Rather than concentrating on the moment of Adonis' 
transteir-mation or his death, the two most frequently 
emrhasizAd moments in the myth, Titian paints the moment of 
Adonis' wrPnching departure from ~ despPr&te Venus 
--the 
moment most "alive" whAn a man is in the act of r@iecting 
the urgAnt pleas of a goddess to stav. Viewers pPrceive a 
strnng s~nse of immediacy and urgency in V.=,nus's action, 
conveved bv the impassionPd. despPrate embrac~ of Venus and 
her posi-tioning in ri?spect to Adonis:' we SR@ onlv th.=, back 
o t t h P g o d d e s s w ho i s i n t. en t I v be g g i n g h e r J c, v e r- • w h i l e t h I? 
human man fa~es intentlv an-d almost defiantly torward. WA 
sensP th~ abruptnPss and inevitability of Adonis' departure 
both by his forward position and bv his exprAssion of 
complacency, pitv ijnd contempt whil~ glancing down at Venus. 
Venus. unclothed and vulnerable, appears to be~ hopeless, 
i g n o r a n t v i c t i m o f · f a t e • t y p i ca l l y h u ma n • Adonfs' brusque 
dismissal of Venus, while his dogs, with their leashes 
wrapped around his arm. strain for Adonis to fol low quickly 
and leave Venus behind, furthers the victim status 6f Venus 
a s t he na tu r.a l w o r I d , i n t he f or m o f the do gs , i g no re s her . 
Titian stages the agonizing scene described above 
, 
,a g a i n ~ t a da r k , forebodin~ background .of an unsympathetic 
nature; lan~scape complements ahd gives added life to the 
,\ 
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characters. Dark trees. one indistinguishable from the 
next. overshadow and. consequently. further develop the mood 
of the ominous storm clouds above them. The snle light in 
the painting streams down from Aurora's rays. th@ pres@nce 
and th@ direction of whi8h suggest Adonis' f u t·u re. tragic 
a forest that hP will ent.:.r but 
/ 
fate as they i 1 luminate 
from which he wi 11 not return. Such manipulation of the 
landscape enables Titian to further endow the classical 
mvths with "affectivP vitality:" hP proiects a thematic 
situation bv cbordinating stylistic patterns- characters. 
landscapes. coloring. lighting- into a unified interpretive 
vision of life. in this cas@ egalitarianism (Rosand 24>. 
Wh i 1 e Titian's landscapes had never served as mere 
backdrops. the landscape here has become a world inhabit~d. 
an active part i c i pant in the po es i e < Ros a·n d 28 > • 
The careful structure of the painting. the mixture of 
c ha r act e r s a n d l a nd s ca p e • a l l ow s t he· e g a l i t a r ·1 a n t h ?.·o r et i ca 1 
ilTlpl ications of the painting t Ci· emer-ge: hierarchical 
society, in the shapes of Venus and Cupid --who lies asleep 
under a tree-- remains unawa'l .. e of the impending doom; an 
al I-too-typical ignorance. Yet in this particular instance 
we., the viewers (ourselves members of hierarchical society), 
know because we see the break in the clouds by Aurora's 
light that points the way to Adonis' death. We know· that. 
not only is-a goddess rejected by a man and thus his victim, 
·-t ·'.' 
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but they are both victims of fate as we l l . We are more 
informed than she because we know of Adonis' death and his 
transformation into anemone, while she does not.. 
Basic:al lv. VE=-nus b,=icomes human as she remains. I ikP most 
humans. ignorant ot t.he futurP.. 
in the painting ser v,=.s dnother 
p11rposA: thAY ht?.lp tr) rortray Adonis as 3 victim bPcause 
th@v r~pr~s~nt the rFl~ntl~ss. d n d p ,:, s s i b J v d a n g ,=.. r o u s • ~' u l ·1 
t. he n.~ t u r a I w o r I ,:l : 
world he c8nnot r,=..sist. A .J"' • , iJ Ori 1 S I ack 
naturi=a 
'. t: h t? j ·:· ~ s ) . J '=' ,=1 d s ultim~te}v to his death. We see. then. 
t h L'..i t Titian simultaneously redUCP.S hiPrarrhical society 
(Venus and Cupid> to a human I eve l <Adon i s ' do m i .nan c e > and 
t.his human level to a natural $tat~ Cthe ultimate dominance 
of nature. the dogs) . Thus. a complete ~gal itarian 
restructuring takes place. 
Portraying Venus and Adonis as appa·rent victims ~licits 
empathy·and. perhaps, sympathy from us. Titian creates a 
world in which we exist on the same level as Venus, and she 
on ours, and we participat~ in Adonis' tragic experie~ce 
with the natural wor l d as we I l • Consequently, the empathic 
relationship breaks the boundaries of hierarchical society 
and the natural WOfJd, ~t least within the confin~s of 
Titian's poesie. The, egalitarian nie~sage --to restructure 
-
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societv to assimilate nature. ye·t to neither reiect nor 
succumh to nature's intense pull-- emerges through this 
empathetic relationship formed <by Titian> between 
nurselv@s, as viewers. and V~nus and Adonis. as models. 
Hence. Titian helps to ushPr in egalitarian thought and 
method and assumes his place alongside Sidney as a 
for@fath~r in the Pvolution of egalitarianism. 
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IV. SPENSER AND CARAVAGGIO 
Fol lowing Sidney and Titian in this discussion of the 
continuing egalitarian e v o I u t i on a. r e the English poet, 
Edmund Spenser. and the Venetian painter, Caravaggio. 
Aspects of both Spenserian and Caravaggian Pgalitarianism 
can be traced forward and backward through literary and art 
history. For example. strains of Spenser r~sid@ in Andrew 
MarvP) I's work and sharP commonalities with Sir phi l i p 
Sidnev's Arcadia. and Caravaggio is rAgarded by many as the 
fir·s-t modern artist . p r· P cu r s o r o t R Pm b r a n d t a n d d e s c end en t 
. o t Titian. Their works. T he Fae r i e O , .1 e e ne t B.oo k VI ) and 
B c CC h us . b O t h CO m p l e f P d in 15 1~6. rPpresent two facets in 
the nPxt lPvPI of devt-?lopment in egalitarianism. 
ThPsP artists .sh~re cnmmon means in the presentation of 
t h F> i r d e f i n i t i o n s a n d i n. t e r- p r F> t a t i o n s o f e g a I i t a.. r ia n i s m : t he 
methods, approaches. subie9ts, even the concerns and 
warnings used by each of them correspond so· closely that 
both Book VI ~nd Bacchus apparently represent a unified step 
in the evolutionary process of egalitarianism. Both Spenser 
and Caravaggio lobby artistically for ~galitarianism in a 
new and unusua I ma.nner and represent a. s i gni f 1 cant departure 
f r om t he e >< t rem e I y co n.t r o I 1 e d and r es tr a i n e-d me t hod o f 
earlier egal_itarians such as Sidney and Titian. Spenser's 
a.nd Caravaggio's poesle forces us to realize the need .for 
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egalitarianism and the assimilation of the natural world. 
They encourage egalitarianism from a radical Jy new 
perspectivP as they present the negative aspect of the 
natural world and th@ inherent hazards of idealizing nature 
and reiecting 
precipitate 
society. 
this thP.mP 
Yet the underlying purposes which 
within their art are diametrically 
opposed. While Spenser was quite obviously an egalitarian 
w h o b r o k @ n P w g r· o u n d w i t h a n @ g a t i v P p o r t r a v a 1 o f n a t u r- e • h t? 
was. in his met.hods. m UC h i ?: l i ne with his immediat:P. 
i:irPdecessor. Sidney: showing a 1::-aut i ou~. and seefT)inglv 
u n t:. hr eat:. en i n g intPnt to modify s.0ciPtv. Cc=1ravaggio. 
however. strayed from the t~ntative path of Titian. as his 
intent was to rP.vamp socit=ity immediatPlv. EssP.ntial ly, 
SpensP~ can be said to represant th@ b@ginning of a step and 
Caravaggio.the forceful completion of the step. 
However opposite the basic dpproaches of S pens e.r B n d 
Caravaggio may be, it is noteworthy how similar and parallel 
their poesie is. For ~xample. in their effort.s to present 
the dark. unseemly side of the natural. world and the hazard 
of po~traying the natural world as superior to hierarchical 
society, both Spenser and Caravaggio continue to use 
classical mythology, albeit with significiant modifi.cations. 
The men also· share a common political orientation that 
is well known~and doc~men·ted; Spenser had the instinct·s of a 
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poetic revolutionary who ho~ed to change his society, and 
Caravaggio was a more r~dical revolutionary who repeatedly 
chal Jenged the existing svstPm with thF- intent to 
restructure it c Low 66) . At the ti me ,j t 8,Jo k VI ' s 
pub) ication. Spenser was growing progrPssiveJy more 
disi l l1Jsioned with the valuPs represent.ed by thP. Elizabethan 
c,-:iurt and s o c i e t v . a n d h i s po e t r y com b a t s " t h E- p r· e v a i l i n g 
E n g I i s h p r e i u d i c P s a g a i ns t f a r m i n g • " represents a "radical 
r· I? v i s i o n o f t h e p e r: i o d ' s t v p i ca I a t t i t u d e " a n d f u n d a m en t a 1 1 y 
3. t t a c k s t h ·e e x i s t i n g " a r i s t o c r a t i c i d e a· I s '' ( L o w 3 6 • 3 7 . 4 Z > • 
Caravaggio used Bacchus and o·ther works as a means to 
realiZF his own v~rv personal and political intention~ 
concerning a renovation ot the existi-ng social structur .. e 
< V i t son 1 2 ) . In short, both men worked w'ith a distinctly 
po l i t i ca I o u r p n s· e . o r i P n t e d t o w a r d d e v e l o p i n g a r e i a .t i o n s h i p 
betwPen natu~e and hi1=1rarchical society, and i t is 
reasonable and lo.gical t.o view this political p11rpns·e as a 
, step in the deve]opment of egalitarianism. 
As mentioned earlier~ -however. one very large 
distinction in their egalitarianism orientation separates 
Spenser and Caravaggio. Unlike Caravaggio, Spenser by no 
me~ns campaigned for the complete revamping of hierarchical 
society; his faith in the ultimate value of hierarchical 
society an·d i t-s government n ~ v er .· fa l te red ; h 1 s des i re was 
simply to modify society as it· .then existed.· Spenser felt 
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that nature held t he e I em e n t c r u c i a 1 t o ·h Lim a n e >< i s t enc e , 
courtesy or humanity. He believ~d that courtesy was born 
and n·urtured in ~ature arid that man must go r@trieve it. from 
nature. He also believPd, however. that man could not 
temain indefinitely in the nat.ural world or persist in 
retreating @ither to the pastoral life or to a paradisal 
b . th. ower w1 _ 1n the natural world: the courtesy and humanitV. of 
t. he n a t u r· a l world- must eventually manifest itself in 
hierarrhical society <Low 43,45J. 
SpPnser's faith i n h i I? r a r· c h i ca J society is apparent 
frnm the ons~t of Book VI as the search for courtesv begins 
within society where it should reside! 
And. 
Of Court it se@mes, men Courtesie doe ca 11, For that it there most useth to abound: 
And well bese~meth that in Princes hal I That vertue should be plentiful Jy found 
<Canto I 1.> 
initial I~. the young gentleman Calidore leads us to 
believe that he wil 1 ihdeed find courtesy within the court. 
But when his first attempt l~ads him to Briana, Maleffort 
and C r ud o r • members of society who nbreake bands of 
c i v · i l i t le . And w i ck e d c .us t om e s ma k e " and r e pr e s en t t. he mo s t 
shameful and uncourteous aspect of man --inhumanit.y-~ we ·see 
that being a member of hierarchical society does not 
guarantee "civilitie" CCanto I 31-33.). 
In cont.rast with_~riana and company, the· Bri ga·nts and 
the sbbn-to-appear Blatant Beast, Spenser offers us the 
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natural world as a positive. if temporary, alternative to 
the abusive, corrupt elements of hierarchical society: 
For whether they be placed high above, Or low beneath. vet ought they we! I to know Their good. that none them rightly may r@prove Of rudeness . 
Thereto great helpe dame Nature selfe doth lend: For some so goodly gratious are by kind. That Avery action doth them much commend, And in the eves of mRn great liking find: 
<Canto I I 1.2. emphasis added) 
Just as Maleffort. Briana and Crudor personify the failings 
o f h i e r a r c h i ca I s o c i e t. y , S p P n s e r g i v e s u s a '' w y l d m a n • b e i n g 
u n d i s c i p l v n d . " ca l l e d t he Sa l va g ,=, Ma n . w h o p A r s on i f i es t he 
"helpe da-me Nature sPlfe doth lend." The Salvage ~an offers 
natural couttesv to represRntatives of hierarchical socie·tv 
He first romes to the aid of poor Serene 
t .. W 1 r::e i.n Canto VI. 
whPn ~he lies b-leeding 
He reared her up from the bloudie ground. And sought by al I the meanes, that he could best Her to recure out ot that stony swound, And staunch the bleeding of her dreary wound . 
. ,
and again when a healed Serene wishes to depart 
He would not ~uff~r her alone to fare, 
But- gan h·imselfe addresse to take her part 
<Canto VI 6,8) 
Spenser follows the Salv~ge Man, hi·s personification of 
,. 
the courtesy inherent to the natural world, ~ith yet another 
rapresentative of the .courtesy found in the· natural world: 
th-.e Her.mi t. The Hermit acts as a ~eans through which the 
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natural world can heal the wounds of hierarchical society 
caused by lack of courtesy and inflicted by the Blatant 
Beast. The role of the Hermit as healer is significant for 
his uninn of naturP. with society through thP. healing procP.ss 
(during the mending of a wound he forces a union betwP.en the 
natural world and hierarchical society bP.cause he. who 
p e r s on i f i p·s sc,cietv. applies nature'.s remedies "that 
caref,Jl l HP.rmite did his best. with many kin<ies of medicines 
ffiPP.te. to ta.me the Povsnous humour">. In addition. the 
Hermit himself is a I iving rP.presentative of Pgalitarianism; 
he is both the natural world and hierarchical society for 
he had bene a doughty Knight. 
As any one. that lived in his dai@s, 
And proved oft in many per i I I ous tight. 
Of which he grace and glory wonne alwaies. And in al I battels bore away the baies. But being now at1:acht with timely age. 
And wearv of this worlds unquiet waies. He tooke him se]fe unto this HermitagP (Canto VI 4) 
I] f equal importance is t .. he i~plied re~ommendation. 
implicit in the desdription of the He·rmit's past and present 
life, not to forego the struggle ·Of mixing the natural wo_rld 
with hierarchical society until weary from age. The aged 
Hermit's struggle to combine the nat.ura l world and 
hierarchical society may indeed be finished, but the young_ 
Calid6re's is ~at; he must continue, always seeking to mix 
and refine society and the nattiraJ world, forsaking n~ither 
.30 
until the struggle resolves within himself. Calidore must 
heed the words of the Hermit: 
For in your selfe your one)y helpe doth lie, To hea 1 e vour selves. and must proceed a I one Frome your owne will. to cure your- maladie. <Canto V[ 7) 
Not only does Spenser provide us with complimentary 
pF.irsoni f i cat ions from th-e natural world. the Salvage Man, 
who is nat11ral courtesv. and the Hermit, who combines 
courtJv training aprl natural courtesv~ hP creates a figure 
to rerresent hierarchical s.oci~tyJs greatest ill --slander--
a n d n a m Fi s i t ., T h e B l a t a n t B P a s t . ·" 1t is Calidore's task to 
subd11e the bP.ast that app~ars as 
A wicked monster. that his tongue doth whet Ga inst all. both good and bad. both most and least. And pour~s his povsnous gal I. forth to infest The noblest wights with notable defamP: 
In vaine therefore it were, with medicine To goe about to salve such kynd of sore. 
<Canto \/I 12. 13> 
Regardless of the length or intensity of the battle. 
Caltdore must pursue the 
e 1 i min~ ting i tc. 
Beast unt i 1 he succeeds in 
When Calidore ultimately conquers the Blatant Beast, 
both his .success in the fight a~d the fight itself (an 
almost interminable battle>, lead· Spenser to draw a 
comparison between the human Calidore and the gre~t warrior, 
' 
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Hercules: 
like the h@l l-born8 Hydra. which they faine That gr@at Alcides whilome overthrew, 
After that he had labourd long in vaine, 
To crop his thousand heads, the which still new 
Forth buddPd, and in greater number grPw. 
S u c h w a s t h P f u r· y o f t h i s h e l I i s h B e a s t , 
Whilest Calidore him under him downe threw; 
Thus was this Monster by the mavstring might 
of doughty Cal idore. supprest and tamed 
<Canto XI I 32,38J 
A correlation betw~en Calidore and the god results: they 
-app@ar as equals to one another in purpose. st.r·e·ngth and 
per sev@rance. 
But Spenser twists the conclusion of Calidore's tale of 
victorV over the Blatant Beast and differentiates between 
th~ mythological and the fictional. S pe ·n s e r ' s f i c t. i o n ~ I 
natural world ultimately fails. "whether wickAd fate so 
f r am e.d. 0 r f au l t o f men • he b r o k e h i s y r on c ha i n e , And got 
into th~ world at liberty againe;" the natural world allows 
the Beast to t?scape 1ust as hierarchical society had 
previously done. This is not the first time Spenser has 
made us aware of the potential for failure in the natural 
world. Earlier iri Book VI, during and fol lowing 
atta~k on Pastorell 
One day as they all three together went 
To the greene wood, to gather strawberries, There chaunst to them a dangerous accident; 
A Ti g-e r f or th -Out of the wood -d i d r- i s e , 
the tiger 
That with fell clawes ful_l of· fierce gourmahdize, And greedy mouth, wide gaping like hell gate, • 
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Did runne at Pastore I 1 her to surprize; 
<Canto X 34) 
and the attempted rape of Pastore! 1 by the Capitaine of the 
Brigants 
One day as)he did all his prisoners vew. 
With lustful eyes. beheld that lovely guest, Faire PastorJ?l la . 
At sight wherPof his barbarous heart was firPd, And inly hurnt with flames most raging whot. That her alone he for his part desired 
<Cantn XI 3.4) 
we saw that the nat1Jral world failed to be a haven of any 
d u r at i o n o r s ta b i l i t y . The failure of the natural world in 
critical situations such as the~A presents the danger of 
believing nature to be s~pArior to hierarchical societV~ 
Neither the natural world nor hierarchical so~iety alone 
possesse_s t-h e me a n s t o th SF>CUf'P _ e Blatant Beast : only by 
mixing the natural world with hi~rarchical society, by their 
egalitarian co~operation can failure be prevented. 
Spenser's display of the negative. darker elements of 
the na tura I world in Rook VI ma r ks a new a ppr o a.ch to 
egalitarianism and is para! le led in Caravaggio's Ba·cchus. 
Car~vaggio. howe·ver. assu~es a more radical approach than 
Spenser's carefully construcied and subtle method and works 
with the dark eJement of nature more extensively and 
forcefully. Car•vaggiors artistic orientation and personal 
intention demand that he present both nature and socte:ty in 
the m OS t r ea ,l i S ti C 1 i g ht p O·S s i b 1 e . Hence, if nature appears 
I , 
i 
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with a slightly more negative o.rientat.ion than that 
typically associated with egalitarianism, it is because that 
is how Caravaggio realistically saw nature. 
Caravaggio's predilection to imitate ndture in his art 
initially devP.loped under his master. Simone PAterzano. an 
ar·tist who had studied undPr Titian. Clearly Titian's 
influence was fairly direct. but the individuatistic, 
arrogant ~nd Pven crimi~aJ Caravaggio could not be content 
with simrle imitation. He quickly began to revamr his 
pr,=..dp("".f?Ssor'= stv}e and soon "leapt from the imitation of 
naturP into the realms of imagination and invention" <Kitson 
6 J • He rid hims~Jf of unnPcessarv pastoral t r' a p Pi n gs < such 
-3. s l a n d s ca p e ) co mm on t o e a r l v e g a l i t a r· i a n s . co n c P. n t r .a t e d on 
message. and Jeveloped new mPans of conveying this 
message. Although h~ continued to use mythological figures 
i n a n e g a 1 it a r i a n tramp. he port rayed the mythological 
figures in disturbing and decidedly un-classical ways by 
playing with shadows. lighting and S8tting. Caravaggio's 
work ceased to elevate or depict ideal beauty:' his art h~d 
no conventional heroes and lacked beautiful~ perfect 
settings and/o:r .gods, but had, instead. 
sensual· figures replacing .the stock 
imperfect and 
god imagery; 
even 
for 
example, adolescent boys or .. androgynous men portrayed the 
mythological gods and appeared in titillating positions and 
settings <Kitson 7,9). 
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In addition to the omission of the gods'/goddesses' 
mvthic qualities, a distinct break from Titian's work. 
Caravaggio could only paint realistical Jy: he. th@refore, 
had no choice but t.o depict the dark and unseemlv side of 
the natural wo r 1 d as we 1 1 <Kits()n 11.12). As Bacchus 
demonstrates. however. C.;iravaggio' s real ism was highly 
selective and develiJped · according to his message. He 
careful lv intPrwovP. r-eal ism with al legorv or symbolism: 
ASS1=:?nti-al Iv, hi=i rnoldi=id ri=ial it.y to his personal agenda. in 
. t -h i s ca s e a d e s i r e t c, p r e s e nt t o t a 1 ~ g a l i t a r i a n i s m • 
Caravaggio's Bacchus is signific~nt because of its 
determinedlv egal ita.rian portrayal of the god of vegetation 
an ordinarv and medioc·re figur~. Caravaggio presents a 
dirty, wanton. dishevelPd and dazed Bacchus who appears most 
willing to o f t e r t he v i ewer a var i et y o f sens u a I and s:e xu a l 
plPasurPs: a sight which clashes with convPntional god 
imagery. In Caravaggio's Bacchus thP god'·s unkRmpt and long 
hair covered wit·h leaves: h i s f u J 1 l i p s :. his fleshy and 
i.1ndef ined physique covered haphazardly with pseudoclassical 
garb <in a manner reminiscent of the stereotypical portrayal 
of wanton women); his subtle toying with and offering of the 
v•lvet bow at his waistt his explicit offer of wine; and his 
dazed yet suggestive facial expression <perhaps the result 
of the wine he holds in his hand> work together to~cre•te·an 
. 
androgynous, sensual and pot~nt1ally disreputable figure . 
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Caravaggio further emphasizes the offensive aura of 
Bacchus by highlighting details such as his skin coloring, 
the place of man in relation to nature and the lighting of 
the fruit in the portrait. 
black fingernails: he has 
Bacchus is noticeably dirty with 
a sickly, vel low skin tone, and 
his person is iu.xtaposed with a basket of luxuriant ove-rripe 
fruit. whose rottenness appears due to shading and careful 
Bacchus. his overly natural. pl easure-f i 1 led 
s e I f . a n d t h e b a s kP t o f rotting fruit create an unappPaling 
picturP nf the natural world. This presentation implies 
that t h.e n a tu r a l w or 1 d i s a rot t en and spoi !Pd pl.ace. far 
t r om an i de~ I re tr Pa t from h .i !? r: a r chi ca l soc i e. t y . 
this pervasive "negativism" seems to be 
contradictory bas~d on Caravaggio's political beliefs. 
Hen c e . Ca r a v a g g i o ' s w o r k s ho u I d no t be s e en a s n e g a t i v ·e b u t 
as realistic: the world is not perfect and, according to 
Caravaggio's beliefs, it must be presented in its true, 
albeit imperfect, form. This approach as it: appears in 
Caravaggio's realistic portrayal of the n~tural world in his 
Ba cc h vs po r t r a i l s e ems t o b e f u r the r s u b s t·a n t i a t e d when t h i s 
pottrait is viewed within the cont~xt of its predecessor 
entitled Boy with a Basket of Fruit. In this pa.inting, a 
young boy, whose physical appearance Chair, torso structur~, 
fa c i a I . e ><press i on) bears an uncanny res em b 1 an c e to Bacchus , 
seems to be bffering ·a basket overflowing with ripe, 
\. 
I . 
I 
I 
-luxuriant fruit. again reminiscent of the Bacchus portrait. 
As in the case of Bacchus. the boy's presPncP suggi=>sts a 
soJicitory aspect: these sexual implications arP enhanced by 
the symbolic meanings of the fruit in the fruit basket as 
we] l as bv the shadow fal 1 ing b@hind the boy from above, 
c l o-a k i n g h i m in suggestiv@ darkness. The remarkable 
similarities between the simple vouth and the vegetation god 
strengthen 
par-trait: 
the assumption made regarding the Bacchus 
the reverence and puritv associated with both 
mythological gods and the natural world should cease, for we 
see that a god is no more than a boy. and nature is not 
nec~ssarilv pure. Unadulterated worship f 'th o e1 _ er society 
or nature is unwarranted and the r~sulting inference is that 
th@ only viabJ@ option is the combination of the two. 
C l e a -r l y t h e n . the po e.s i e o f S p e n s e r and Ca r a v a g g i o i s 
para l 1 e. l in many· respects, mos.t notably in the 
acknowledgement that the natural world may possess negative 
characteristics and that the realistic presentation of these 
-ch a r act e r i s .t. i cs i s n e c e s s a r y i n o .r de r to s u cc es s f u l l y f us e 
nature with socjety. While Caravaggio may have been more 
extreme in his presentation of reality and egalitarianism, 
both his poesie and Spenser's present all 
natural wor·Id and hierarchical 
trtie mixture ·of the two ~orlds. 
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V. MARVELL 
, 
Andrew Marvel J's work The Garden is the concluding stP.p 
in my analysis of various examples of the early stages 
within the evolutionary process of egalitarianism. Prior 
t O t h·i S point . we have seen Sidney's and Titian's 
recommendation for a subtle manipulation of the existing 
nature/hi~rarchical society r@Jationship; Spenser~s caution· 
:~ s to pre c i s el y what type of soc i et a l ch a ng e t o av o i d and 
Ca r a ya g g i o '· s en cou r a gem en t t or a r I? vamp i n g o t t ht? e x i s t i n g 
nature/hierarchical society relation~hip from a more radical 
perspective. Marvel I subscribes to various aspects of these 
egali.tarian precedents: for example. he enumerates the 
d i t f e r enc-es between nature and society, warns of the 
inevitable 
and uses 
failure o~rced rela-tionship between the two 
metamorphic mythology to further his points. 
Marvell differs. however. from earlier egalitarians in one 
very i~portant aspec~: Marvel I is th·e first artist whose 
work can be said to facilitate a layman's understanding of 
egalitarianism. Rather than relying on successful ihference 
and i n t e r p .re ta t i on by t he r e·a de r s , Marve 1 T attempt s to make 
egalitarianism more accessible and, 
understood by his readers. 
he~ce, 
and its imagery 
more eas-ily 
t 
-~ 
eMemp l 1fy 
I 
a 
Marvell's 
successful' 
poesie 
functional sym_biotic relationshtp ·· bet.ween 
! 
I 
J 
··as 
·1, .· 
i-:- ·p., ~. '· 
society and naturfL In Marvel I's poetry, one does not have 
to discover abstract and primarily theoretical 
r-ecc,mmendations. warnings, and encouragements: Marve I I ' s 
-images, in particular that of the sundial, offer an 
accessiblP and conceivable example of the existence of an 
8galitarian relationship betwPen the natural world and 
hierarchical society. His poesie suggests 
" 
that the 
nat:ural. er gre8n. world of The Garden not be vi@wAd as a 
po t e n t i a J l v ha z a r r.i o u s • J i m i t e d r· e s o u r c e • providing visitors 
with a tem.porarv ~scape from rPality. but as a functional 
and s F-> mi - p F> rm anent addition or complempnt to society. 
Marv~! l constructs his proposerl reniprocity of the "amorous~ 
n at u r a J w or J d and " r· u de" re a l i t v or h i er arch i ca l so ci et y • by 
gradual Iv merging thP twn worlds thrnughout t h e po e-m u n t i l 
it reaches a comprehensible fusion of a cqnstruct of society 
<sundial> with a delicate member of nature {flowers>. 
Marve I I begin~ his poem by explaining the various 
differences between the natural world and hierarchical 
soci~ty while working from within the context in which these 
two elements appear to coexist: the garden. The garden is, 
on the one hand, a representative of the natural world but·, 
on the other hand, is a carefully planned and created 
product of hierarchical society~ Acknowledgi·ng this context 
.• · . f'l. is· crucial to ,; y_n de r stand i n g the poem ·and ~ecognizing that 
apparent· diffeiences betwe~n th~ worlds of nature and 
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society may, in fact. provide the groundwor·k for 
assimilation and fusion of one with the other. 
The first stanza establishes the primary difference 
bet.ween hierarchical so<:iety and the natural world: 
hier-ar-chical society feels compel )Pd to place structure and 
limitations upon itself and its members whereas the natural 
WO r·} d does not. Hi erar-ch-i cal soc i et v be -1 i eves in. and 
a c t u a l l v i s c o m p o s e d o t . I i m i t a t i o n s r: r e a t e d b y " u nc e s s a n t 
Labors" and "Tovlt-"s:" conversely. na t ur·e is whole and 
un l i mi t~d. free from anv ·restrictive boundariPs, a place 
where "a l 1 Flow'rs and all Trees do close To weave thP 
Garlands of repose" (I In. 8-9>. 
Marvel I strengthens this initial tendency to p_erceive 
the two worlds as nolar opposites. in the stanzas rlevoted to 
des<:'ribing. in great detail. precisPlv what composes the 
natural world and what makes it so desirable. Perhaps the 
most de S i r·a bf e a Sp P. Ct Of the natural world is its innate 
potential to give and to restore much that can not be found 
For example. Marvel J explains that the natural 
world holds quiet and innocence 
Fair quiet~ have I found thee here, 
And Innocence thy Sfster dear! 
Mistaken long. J sought you then 
In busie Companies of Men. 
Your sacred Plants, if here below, Only among the Plants will grow. Society is al 1 but rude, 
To th i s de I i c io us So -I i l u:d e • {II In. 9-16) 
-~ ... 
and even has the capacity to drop "Ripe Apples. about my 
head," to crush the wine of "The Luscious Clusters of thP 
Vine Upon mv Mouth" and to push "The Nectar~n. and curious 
Peach . Into my hands." We also learn that the natural 
world holds the kPYS to a "wand' rous Life" and re1uvenation 
as it "creates·" and transcends whilA 
that's made To a green Thought in a 
"annihilating all 
green Shade" and 
hre~king free of all I imitations: the garden world is uni ik~ 
that of hiPrarchical society. 
s,,t Marvel I ~areful Iv i1Jxtaposes the ahove rlescriptions 
of the natural wor 1 d with stanzas t=a m p ha s i z i n g t hat 
hierarchical society anri the natural world are not 
completely separate and mutual Jy exclusive as th~y first 
appear to be. Marvel attempts to show every Aarl·y in the 
poem) that hierarchical society and nature interrelate. For 
instance , b i rd s have "s i l v er " w i n gs to make th Am beaut i f u I • 
vet s i .J ver has been deemed valuable and beautiful within 
hierarchical society not the natural world. And the very 
use of Janguage to convey this relationship exhibits the 
combining of 
construct of 
the two ·worlds as 
hierarchicaJ society. 
language itself is a. 
Perhaps most important, 
however, is Marvell's emphat.ic statement that hierarchical 
society is in nature; for as much as man may have desired to· 
"wander s o. l . i t ~ r y the re , " he doe s not ~ . he .. i- s a member o f 
society. 
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Marvel I conscious Iv provides a warninP, to accompany 
.. 
his helief that hierarchi·cal society has already 1oined the 
naturaJ world. He advises us that. as members of 
hierarchical society. we should not force ourselves on the 
natural world but instead refrain from behaving as "Fond 
Lovers" who "cut" their way into nature and sho1Jld realize 
"·How far these Beauties . exceed" our own 1 imited world. 
In coniunc.tion with the above warning, Marvell includes 
-0thPr "typical" egalitarian techniques. such as his use of 
me ta mo r Phi c m v t ho I o g y i n t he i:• o em . Mar v e I I de v o t es an en t. i re 
stanza to the Apollo/Daphne and Pan1Svrinx myths. which· is 
extrPmelv significant becausP these myths emphasize that thP 
natural wnr]d and hierarchical society/reality can indeed be 
f~ll·y integrated with one annther. In the -case o t Apollo 
and Daphne. an expression of s o c i e t a I l o v e by Apo I 1 o f or 
D a p h:n e f o r c e s D a p h n e t. o en t e !' t:h e n at u ca 1 w o r I d a s a I au r e I 
tr· ee. only to then have this element of nature be 
assimilated back into hierarchical society --laurel rewards 
outstanding social achievement. Syrinx suffe~~d much the 
same f a t e a s D a p h ne . Her .at tempt to flee societal love 
{felt for her by Pan) and esc~pe into the natural world 
resulted in her transformation to a reed, which came to be 
valued by hierarchical socie.ty as a muiical instrument: 
When we have run our Passions ·heat, 
Love hither makes his best retreat. 
T h.e Gods, that mo r ta 1 Be.au t y ch as e . 
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Sti 11 in a Tree did end their race. 
Apollo hunted Daphn@ so. 
Only that She might Laure] grow. 
And Pan did after Svrinx spePd. 
Not as a Nymph. but for a Reed. ( IV In. 25-32. emphasis added> 
But the placement of this stanza. in the middle of the poem. 
illustrates Marvel l's relur.tancA to base his most conclusive 
example or imagP of egalitarianism on something as removed 
from the h11man experience as mythology. The reference to 
t h e A po l l o / D a p h n e an d Pa n / S v r i n >< my t hs s u g g e s t s t ha t Ma r v e l 1 
beli~VPS that mvthologi~al examples serve a purpose in the 
presPntation of ·the fusion of the natural world and 
h i e r a r c h .i c a 1 s o c i e t v , b u t "Ma r v e l I ' s p I a ·c e m e n t o f t h e s u n d i a 1 
imagery in thP final stanza~ suggests that this is the image 
he bPlieves to be crucial. The mixture of t:ime and nat.ure 
necessary to create a sundial is what makes a strong image 
!J.f the weave bet.ween the natural world and hierarchical 
society within thP poem and offers an accessible example of 
egalitarianism. 
T h r o 1 J g .h o 11 t the poem. Ma r v e l I ha s ca r e f u l 1 y l a i d t he 
groundwork for this final example of a relationship between 
1 hierarchical s.oc i ety. and i t. s co n s t r u c t • t i m.e , a n d 
natural worl-d, and its construct, h~rbs and flowers. 
the 
Time 
passes beca·use of and within hierarchical society; yet the 
means-to measure this passage of time lies within nature. 
The natural world· 
. ' 
the sun, the herbs and the flowers, 
p·i::-ovide the instrume:rit, a sund:ial, wfth which hierarc.hical 
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society can measure tim~: 
How well the ski 11 ful Gardni:.r drei. .... 
0 f t l o w ' r s a n d h 1=> r b e s t: h i = [., i r.1 J n ~ w • 
How could such sw8Pt and wholsome Hours Be ri=-·:·kon'd but with herbs and flow'rs! 
, IX In. 65-66. 71-72> 
s~JF>cting and ii luminating this almost tangible connection 
between the natural world and society. the sundial and its 
necessary contruction by man. the:-, gardener. a]lows Marvell 
to demonstrat1:1 his view of egalitarianism in the most 
accessible. workab]e means thus far encountered. We f'ealize 
that we can indeed "disc·over the corr~sponrlAnce" of th~ two 
worlds "bv the contemplation of nature and ti me' s COUI'SA" 
(8erthoff 157). 
Marve l l i s the first Rgalitarian to otfer us such an 
accessible image of egalitarianism. His careful 
presentation culminating ' 
-
in a recognizable examplA of the 
successfu1 integration of nature and soci~ty. a] lows for- a 
real ~riderstanding of egalitaria~ism. Ra~her than simply 
providing us with more theory, he shows us that a fus-ion o.f 
hierarchical society with the natural world can not only be 
achieved but that an example already exists; Th£: Garden 
e gal i t'ar i an 
presents us with a pf~cticaJ image of the 
Through this accessible model of the sundial, 
theory. 
Marvell encourages.us to recognize a symbiotic relationship 
between hierarchical society and the natural world, a 
r~lati~nship_ which is the basis of egalitariani~m. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
Egalitarianism. the political 
select pastoral p,:,esie of the 
theory arr~aring within 
Europ@an Renaissanc~. 
c~ a m pa i g n e d 
dominating 
for a restru~turing of 
hierarchical soci@tY 
Egalitarianism's dev~lopment is gradual 
the existing 
of the 
and 
t 1 me. 
but erratic: i t 
to grow while simultan~ouslv doubling back upon 
itself 
others. 
as cert:ain strains matur~ and evolve taster than 
T h e r P f o r· e . fol lowing the movement with strict 
adherenc,=. to chronological and linear orogression is 
pointless becaus@ within any one time 
diff~rent stages of the movement ~xist. 
frame examples of 
Bec:ausP egalitarianism could be illustr-atFad bv· so many 
e X a mp I e s ' i t is impnr·tant tn re~ember that I hav~ discussed 
and explored several the evolutionarv stages of 
egalitarianism 
Renaissance. 
from various 
egalitarianism 
found within the past o.r a I Eur qpe.an 
Mv selecti-0ns are only types, however, chosen 
s t a g e s .w i t h i n the evolutionary process of 
and should be mistaken for 
r~present~tives of a linear progression along a - continuum. 
For example, Sidney's The Countess of Pembroke's Arcadia was 
chosen because this work is the most serviceable example of 
a particular type of egalitarianism; the work proves 
extremely us~ful ·tot ex~mpl~ and for discussion·of the earlY 
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p.ragm~tic artistic approach to egalitarianism. My other 
selections, Titian. Spenser, Caravaggio and M~rvell are 
chosen for the same reason --they each represent the most 
accessi.hle P.><amples of their spe,.:ific types of 
ega.11.tarianism; chronology has little to do ~ith my choic~s) 
since examples of the cautious pragmatic approach catering 
to hierar~hic~I society. ii lustrat~d by Sidney. can be found 
to ex.is t s imu l t.aneous ly with Marvell's more ·basic, 
rudimentary and practical approach oriented towards the 
layman. 
While my discussion of the evolution of ega1itarianism 
conclude~ with Marvel I in the mid-seventee~th century, this 
by no means renresents the "end" or "maturation" at the 
movement. Egalitarian strains continue and manifest 
them~elves ~ithin the poesie of later artists. For example. 
Alexander Pope's Ode to Solitude and John K~ats' Od~ to a 
f-.· • 
vrec 1.a.n Urn are- e ~ a l i ta r i a n works of the eightP.enth a.nd 
nin~teenth c~nturi~s and current works ~f pol it i ca I I y 
conscious wtit~rs. such as those by Nadine ,.. . d. •..:z o r . 1 m e r • 
repr·esent strain~ of modern egal i tar-ia,.niEm. I t is 
imperative t,J r~member that egalitarianism continue~ to· 
eve, I v 6 atnd that e,vcd u.t i onary movemeni:s. such as 
~ ,Z =, l ; t :, f' 1° ·- Ti. i C 
- ... - • ••·• ~ I -i.1• have n~ither a definitiv~ ince.r,;tion nor 
l . • con,:,, 1Js i c:r, .. 
NOTES 
!.The term "poesie" sha-11, throughout this paper, refer to all 
artistic forms, in particular those of painting and literature. Poesie, then~ should be seen as defined by Sidney, "poesy is an art ... Cit' is) to speak metaphorically, & speaking picture, 
with this end~ to teach and delight" ~nd the creator of poesie as 
a "maker" or "foreseer" (Hebel 269>. 
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